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ABSTRACT45

Hydrologi yle intensi�ation is an expeted manifestation of a warming limate. Al-46

though positive trends in several global average quantities have been reported, no previous47

studies have doumented broad intensi�ation aross elements of the Arti freshwater yle48

(FWC). In this study we examine the harater and quantitative signi�ane of hanges in49

annual preipitation, evapotranspiration, and river disharge aross the terrestrial pan-Arti50

over the past several deades from observations and a suite of oupled general irulation51

models (GCMs). Trends in freshwater �ux and storage derived from observations aross the52

Arti Oean and surrounding seas are also desribed.53

With few exeptions, preipitation, evapotranspiration, and river disharge �uxes from54

observations and the GCMs exhibit positive trends. Signi�ant positive trends above the55

90% on�dene level, however, are not present for all of the observations. Greater on�dene56

in the GCM trends arises through lower inter-annual variability relative to trend magnitude.57

Put another way, intrinsi variability in the observations limits our on�dene in the robust-58

ness of their inreases. Oean �uxes are less ertain, due primarily to the lak of long-term59

observations. Where available, salinity and volume �ux data suggest some derease in salt-60

water in�ow to the Barents Sea (i.e., a derease in freshwater out�ow) in reent deades.61

A deline in freshwater storage aross the entral Arti Oean and suggestions that large-62

sale irulation plays a dominant role in freshwater trends raise questions as to whether63

Arti Oean freshwater �ows are intensifying. Although oeani �uxes of freshwater are64

highly variable and onsistent trends are di�ult to verify, the other omponents of the Ar-65

ti FWC do show onsistent positive trends over reent deades. The broad-sale inreases66

provide evidene that the Arti FWC is experiening intensi�ation. E�orts whih aim to67
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develop an adequate observation system are needed to redue unertainties and to detet68

and doument ongoing hanges in all system omponents for further evidene of Arti FWC69

intensi�ation.70
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1. Introdution71

Climati warming has been greatest aross northern high latitudes in reent deades, and72

preipitation inreases have been noted over some Arti regions (ACIA 2005). In its Fourth73

Assessment Report (AR4), the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) stated74

that, �inreases in the amount of preipitation are very likely in high latitudes� (IPCC 2007).75

This statement arises from model studies whih suggest that limate warming will result in76

hydrologi yle �intensi�ation�. But what is meant by the term intensi�ation and why do77

we expet these hanges as a result of warming?78

Intensi�ation is onsidered here to be an inrease in the freshwater �uxes between the79

Arti's atmospheri, land and oean domains. Coneptually, intensi�ation an be illus-80

trated by an arrow onneting two boxes in a shemati diagram, where the boxes represent81

stoks of water in these domains (eg. see Figure 4, Serreze et al., 2006). For any given �ux82

(arrow) between stoks (boxes), a more intense �ux would be represented by a larger arrow.83

More water is now moving between or within the respetive domains. For example, river84

disharge (volume/time = �ux) in 1999 was approximately 128 km3 yr-1 greater than it was85

when measurements began in the early 1930s (Peterson et al. 2002), a trend of 2.0 km3 yr-2.86

In our shemati diagram, the arrow onneting the land to the oean domains has inreased87

in size.88

Why should water yle intensi�ation be expeted? Intensi�ation is a ritial aspet89

of the planetary response to warming, related to the atmosphere's ability to hold more90

water as it warms as de�ned by the theoretial Clausius-Clapeyron relation. Allen and In-91

gram (2002) noted that the Clausius-Clapeyron relation predits that tropospheri moisture92
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loading would result in preipitation inreasing by about 6.5% K−1 of warming. Climate93

models, however, predit a substantially weaker sensitivity to warming on the order of 1 to94

3.4% K−1 due to onstraints in the exhange of mass between the boundary layer and the95

mid-troposphere (Held and Soden 2006; Lambert and Webb 2008). Reent analyses have96

indiated that surfae spei� humidity (Willett et al. 2008) and total atmospheri water97

ontent, preipitation, and evaporation (Wentz et al. 2007) appear to be inreasing at rates98

more onsistent with the Clausius-Clapeyron equation than those predited by GCMs. This99

question, related to sensitivity of the hydrologi system to warming, is of key importane for100

understanding future limati responses, as water vapor is itself a greenhouse gas that ats101

as a feedbak to amplify temperature hange fored by anthropogeni inreases in CO2 and102

CH4. Intensi�ation is also likely to result in alterations of the hydrologi yle in terms of103

the geographi distribution, amount, and intensity of preipitation that may lead to more104

�ooding and drought. Finally, inreases in atmospheri water-vapor ontent will likely exa-105

erbate heat stress (Ga�en and Ross 1998) and inrease stomatal ondutane (Wang et al.106

2009).107

Simulations with GCMs suggest future inreases in pan-Arti preipitation and evap-108

otranspiration (Holland et al. 2006; Kattsov et al. 2007), with the preipitation inreases109

expeted to outpae inreases in evapotranspiration, resulting in an upward trend in net110

preipitation (P−ET) over time. Indeed, an analysis of simulated hanges from 10 mod-111

els inluded in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fourth Assessment Report112

(IPCC-AR4) for the years 1950 to 2050 found a onsistent aeleration of the Arti hydro-113

logi yle as expressed by an inrease in the �uxes of net preipitation, river runo�, and net114

ie melt passing through the Arti's atmospheri, land, and oean domains (Holland et al.115
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2007). Other model experiments suggest inreased probabilities this entury for quantities116

suh as winter preipitation, inluding its intensity and the number of heavy preipitation117

events aross northern Eurasia (Khon et al. 2007).118

Studies desribing global trends suggest that intensi�ation may be ourring. A re-119

ent review by Huntington (2006) lists preipitation, evapotranspiration, and river disharge120

among the quantities that are inreasing. Reent studies fousing on major river basins have121

shown that evapotranspiration is inreasing (Berbery and Barros 2002; Serreze et al. 2002;122

Walter et al. 2004; Park et al. 2008). Fernandes et al. (2007) have reported trends towards123

inreasing evapotranspiration (ET) over Canada for the period 1960�2000 based on in situ124

limate observations and a land surfae model. Satellite observations over the last three125

deades have shown inreases in preipitation, ET, and atmospheri water vapor ontent on126

a global sale (Wentz et al. 2007). Weak positive global trends have been reported in reent127

deades for soil moisture (She�eld and Wood 2007) and preipitation reyling (Dirmeyer128

and Brubaker 2007). However, Serreze et al. (2002) found no trends in preipitation reyling129

ratio for the Lena, Yenisey, Ob or Makenzie basins from 1960�1999. There is also growing130

evidene for an inrease in indies of preipitation extremes (Alexander et al. 2006; Tebaldi131

et al. 2006). The eruption of Mt. Pinatubo and subsequent massive introdution of SO2 into132

the stratosphere in 1991 provided a natural experiment in planetary ooling that resulted in133

a weakening (dampening) of the global hydrologi yle that is the reverse analog to limate134

warming. In the two years following the eruption there was a derease in atmospheri water135

ontent (Santer et al. 2007) and a derease in preipitation and ontinental disharge (Tren-136

berth and Dai 2007). Aross some regions of the Arti, preipitation inreases have been as137

muh as 15% over the last 100 years (ACIA 2005), with most of the trend having ourred138
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during winter within the last 40 years (Bradley et al. 1987; Groisman et al. 1991; Hanssen-139

Bauer and Forland 1994). Long-term inreases in pan-Arti preipitation, however, have140

not been established.141

Substantial progress in our understanding and quanti�ation of the Arti freshwater142

yle (FWC) has been made over the past deade. In 2000, a omprehensive, integrated143

view of the Arti Oean freshwater budget and potential future hanges was presented in144

�The Freshwater Budget of the Arti Oean� (Lewis 2000). Other studies have desribed145

hanges in the Arti FWC (Peterson et al. 2002, 2006), quanti�ed the mean freshwater146

budget (Serreze et al. 2006), and examined freshwater omponents depited within oupled147

models (Kattsov et al. 2007; Holland et al. 2007). Linkages between freshening of polar148

oeans and an intensifying Arti FWC have also been posited (Dikson et al. 2002; Curry149

et al. 2003; Peterson et al. 2006). In a study examining 925 of the world's largest oean-150

reahing rivers, Dai et al. (2009) show that rivers having statistially signi�ant downward151

trends (45) out-number those with upward trends (19). However, for large Arti rivers,152

they report a large upward trend in annual disharge into the Arti Oean from 1948�2004.153

Nonetheless, Polyakov et al. (2008) and others have found that the historial data indiate154

a derease in Arti Oean freshwater storage. While the slow but steady inrease in river155

disharge might be expeted to eventually inrease oean freshwater storage and export156

to the south, the magnitude and time sale of this foring an be easily overwhelmed by157

advetive exhanges between oean regions.158

This paper presents a systemati analysis of hange in the Arti FWC through a om-159

parison of trends drawn from observations and a suite GCM simulations. We fous on the160

sign and magnitude of hange in �uxes suh as preipitation, river disharge, and liquid161
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freshwater transport in the Arti Oean. Setion 2 is an overview of the GCMs used in162

our analysis. Setion 3 desribes the terrestrial observations, re-analysis data and assoiated163

trends. Setion 4 is a synthesis of Arti Oean FWC omponents. Results are summarized164

in Setion 5. This study builds on previous studies supported under the National Siene165

Foundation Arti System Study Freshwater Integration (FWI), whih have quanti�ed the166

large-sale freshwater budget (Serreze et al. 2006), haraterized freshwater anomalies within167

the Makenzie River basin and the Beaufort Gyre (Rawlins et al. 2009a), doumented hanges168

and feedbaks in the freshwater system (White et al. 2007; Franis et al. 2009), and desribed169

projeted freshwater hanges over the 21st entury (Holland et al. 2007).170

2. General Cirulation Models171

Variability and trends in the Arti FWC are drawn from nine models examined in the172

World Climate Researh Programme's (WCRP's) Coupled Model Interomparison Projet173

phase 3 (CMIP3) multi-model dataset (Table 1). These models were also part of the In-174

tergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC-AR4; IPCC,175

2007). Details of the model harateristis and forings are desribed in Holland et al. (2007),176

who seleted this model subset given their ability to resolve the passage of water through177

Bering and Fram straits. Outputs examined here are from eah model ontrol run of 20th178

entury limate followed by future simulations using the Speial Report on Emissions Se-179

narios (SRES) A1B senario. In addition to these nine models, Holland et al. also examined180

output from the GISS ModelE-R, whih we do not use given known problems in its depi-181

tions of observed limate over the region of interest (Gorodetskaya et al. 2008; Holland et al.182
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2010). In the analysis to follow, time series for eah model represents a single model simu-183

lation, as not all models had multiple ensemble members. Holland et al. (2007) examined184

results aross a terrestrial Arti drainage region whih inluded the large Eurasian river185

basins (Ob, Yenesei, Lena), the Makenzie basin in North Ameria, and northern parts of186

Alaska, Greenland, and the Canadian arhipelago (light gray in Figure 1). In the present187

study, pan-Arti averages for the observations are determined over the larger region shown188

in Figure 1 (light gray plus dark gray). We minimize the e�et of di�ering volumes by189

omputing and presenting unit depths for all budget and trend magnitudes. Holland et al.190

(2007) ontains additional details of the GCMs and assoiated simulations.191

One of the more interesting �ndings from Holland et al. (2007) is an intensi�ation192

of �uxes suh as net preipitation, river runo�, and export of liquid freshwater to lower193

latitudes. Holland et al. (2007) suggested that net preipitation over the Arti terrestrial194

drainage inreases from 1950 through 2050 by 16%, with most of this hange ourring after195

2000. Although intensi�ation among the models is universal, the magnitude of hange196

ranges widely. Moreover, the hange in terrestrial net preipitation among the models is197

signi�antly orrelated with initial values. In other words, models with higher initial net198

preipitation amounts generally exhibit larger hanges.199
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3. Terrestrial System200

a. Preipitation201

Several soures of data, averaged over the terrestrial Arti drainage basin (light gray plus202

dark gray in Figure 1) exluding Greenland, are used to haraterize preipitation trends and203

variability. This region and the smaller Arti domain used by Holland et al. (2007) and Ser-204

reze et al. (2006) are shown in Figure 1. Reords derived largely from interpolations of gauge205

observations ome from three soures; the Willmott-Matsuura (hereafter WM) arhive (Will-206

mott and Matsuura 2009), the Climate Researh Unit's (CRU) v3.0 dataset (CRU 2009),207

and the data presented by She�eld et al. (2006). The latter data (hereafter S06) is a 1◦,208

3-hourly global meteorologial forings dataset from 1948 through 2000. The preipitation209

data were reated by sampling NCEP/NCAR re-analysis data for daily variability after or-210

reting for rain-day anomalies aross the high latitudes. Monthly preipitation were saled211

to math the CRU v2.0 dataset (Mithell et al. 2004). Given the monthly saling, trends in212

S06 preipitation should be equivalent to trends in CRU data. We use an updated version213

of S06 that does not inlude underath orretions, but does inorporate improvements to214

relative humidity estimates aross the Arti. Gridded preipitation data are also drawn215

from the Global Preipitation Climatology Projet (GPCP). Established by the World Cli-216

mate Researh Programme, the GPCP draws on data from over 6,000 rain gauge stations217

as well as satellite geostationary and low-orbit infrared, passive mirowave, and sounding218

observations. Several GPCP produts are available. We examine here the monthly data on a219

1-degree global grid. We also analyze preipitation from the Global Preipitation Climatol-220

ogy Center's (GPCC) data set that is based on a quality-ontrolled data produt optimized221
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for best spatial overage and use in water budget studies.222

Preipitation and evapotranspiration (ET) are also available from re-analysis, a retro-223

spetive form of numerial weather predition (NWP). Re-analysis involves assimilation of224

observations within a oupled atmospheri/land-surfae model and produes time series of225

gridded atmospheri �elds and surfae state variables in a onsistent manner. The Euro-226

pean Centre for Medium Range Foreasts (ERA-40) arhives preipitation and ET along227

with other atmospheri �elds and surfae state variables for the period 1948�2002 (Kalnay228

et al. 1996), although data sine 1979 (the advent of modern satellite data streams) are gen-229

erally of higher quality (Bromwih and Fogt 2004). More reently the ERA-Interim projet230

has reated gridded �elds for 1989�2005 with improvements from the ERA-40, inluding a231

4d variational assimilation system and improved global hydrologi yle. Data from ERA-40232

re-analysis were reently used in a omprehensive analysis of the Arti's freshwater budget233

and variability (Serreze et al. 2006). Mean terrestrial budget magnitudes from that analysis234

are ompared with those from our preipitation, ET, and river disharge data, and from235

whih trends are derived.236

Gridded �elds in both WM and CRU arhives were produed through interpolations of237

preipitation observations, with the point data having originated from gauge measurements.238

Relative to preipitation aross temperate regions, observations of preipitation over the239

terrestrial Arti are more sparse and, moreover, subjet to onsiderable unertainties. Two240

signi�ant soures of error make limate hange analysis of preipitation partiularly hal-241

lenging. First, observations reorded at gauges are subjet to several errors, with underath,242

partiularly in the solid form, generally the greatest (Groisman et al. 1991). Low biases are243

often as high as 80�120% in winter aross oastal regions with strong winds, and (Bogdanova244
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et al. 2002; Yang et al. 2005; Goodison et al. 1998). These biases an also hange over time.245

Raw gauge observations used to reate the WM and CRU data sets are devoid of underath246

adjustments. Seond, diret observations aross the Arti are extremely sparse and station247

losures have ourred sine the early 1990s (Shiermeier 2006). A hanging on�guration248

of stations an also impart biases into temporal trends derived from the historial station249

network (Keim et al. 2005; Rawlins et al. 2006). Biases due to a hanging station network250

are minimized by fousing on time periods starting in 1950 when the station network was251

less variable.252

Trend analysis of pan-Arti (exluding Greenland) annual preipitation and other water-253

budget terms is aomplished using linear least squares regression and a two-tailed signi�-254

ane test. The preipitation and other annual time series examined ontain minimal tempo-255

ral autoorrelation, and no adjustments to the raw data are made. Preipitation trend slope256

magnitudes range from −0.03 to 0.79 mm yr-2, with two of the six observed series showing257

upward trends above the 90% on�dene level (Table 2). A signi�ant positive trend of 0.21258

mm yr−2 is noted with the CRU V3 data set (Figure 2, Table 2). Time series from both259

She�eld et al. (2006) (S06) and WM e�etively show no trend. Relatively low preipita-260

tion magnitudes with these data (Table 3) are likely attributable to a lak of adjustments for261

gauge underath. Both GPCP and GPCC data show positive tendenies (0.74 and 0.43 mm262

yr−2, respetively) over reent deades, but both are too short to yield signi�ant trends.263

ERA-Interim exhibits the largest (0.79 mm yr−2, signi�ant) trend. It is interesting to note264

that preipitation data available over the latter deades of the 20th entury (GPCP, GPCC,265

ERA-Interim) shows sharper inreases than the longer reords. All of the preipitation data266

sets have mean annual totals within 15% of the best estimates desribed in Serreze et al.267
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(2006) from 1979 to 1993 (Table 3).268

Figure 3a shows the preipitation time series (1950�1999) from the nine GCMs, the269

linear trend �ts, and the multi-model mean trend. Trends are all positive, ranging from 0.12270

to 0.63 mm yr−2, with a multi-model mean trend of 0.37 mm yr−2 (Figure 4a, Table 4).271

Signi�ant inreases are noted for all but the CCSM3 and GFDL-CM2.1 models. Over272

the 100 year period from 1950�2049, trends range from 0.24 mm yr−2 to as muh as 0.92273

mm yr−2, with the multi-model mean trend at 0.65 mm yr−2 (Figure 4b). This suggests274

an aeleration over the latter 50 years. Regarding signi�ane, greater on�dene an be275

asribed to the GCM preipitation inreases, ompared to the observational data trends,276

due largely to a ombination of higher trend magnitudes and longer time periods relative to277

the interannual variability as re�eted by the respetive CV. This follows from priniples of278

statistial signi�ane tests, in that the required sample size to detet a partiular hange279

depends on the magnitude of the hange, variability of the data, and the nature of the280

test. These in�uenes are evident when omparing the GCM trend magnitudes and CVs281

in Figure 4 with those for the observations in Table 2. Inter-model satter in pan-Arti282

preipitation is likely related to proess error suh as model parameterizations of relevant283

preipitation proesses, whih often explain the spatial onsisteny in this error term (Finnis284

et al. 2009).285

An inrease in extreme preipitation events is also expeted as the limate warms (Held286

and Soden 2006). Preipitation data (Groisman et al. 2003, 2005; Tebaldi et al. 2006) shows287

an inrease in �heavy� preipitation events (> 2σ of the events with preipitation > 0.5 mm)288

over western Russia (30�80 ◦E) and northern Europe. Opposite tendenies have been noted289

for the Asian part of northwestern Eurasia with more droughts and stronger and/or more290
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frequent weather onduive to �res (Groisman et al. 2007; Soja et al. 2007). A irumpolar291

inrease of 12% has ourred for heavy preipitation events sine 1950 for the region north of292

50 ◦N, with most of the inrease having ome from Eurasia, where an inrease in onvetive293

louds during spring and summer has been observed (Groisman et al. 2007). Yet, while294

preipitation extremes are likely related to warming and assoiated inreases in atmospheri295

water vapor, simple models suggest that they may not be expeted to inrease at the rate296

given by Clausius-Clapeyron saling due to hanges in the moist-adiabati lapse rate whih297

lowers the rate of the preipitation inreases due to warming (O'Gorman and Shneider298

2009).299

Spatial estimates of preipitation su�er from two signi�ant soures of unertainty, gauge300

underath and a sparse station network. How do the unertainties related to network ar-301

rangement and gauge ath a�et the annual preipitation trends? One study of bias adjust-302

ment has suggested that preipitation trends are higher after adjusting for gauge underath303

(Yang et al. 2005). However, Førland and Hanssen-Bauer (2000) argued that a warming304

limate is imparting a false positive trend into the data reords due to a more e�ient ath305

of liquid preipitation over time. An examination of both the raw and adjusted (for un-306

derath) reords from the TD9813 arhive of former USSR meteorologial stations (NCDC307

2005), from 1950 through 1999, reveals that bias adjustments were greater during the earlier308

deades than the latter. Thus, underath adjustment ould tend to redue the positive309

slopes presented in Figure 2. The network bias, on the other hand, is likely to have the op-310

posite e�et on the annual preipitation trends. Station networks during the early deades311

of the 20th entury were established aross more southern parts of the terrestrial Arti. In312

time, observations were established in the older and drier north. Regionally averaged pre-313
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ipitation values from early arti networks would thus tend to show positive bias relative to314

values from more reent arti networks (Rawlins et al. 2006). Although the e�et from 1950315

through 1999 is likely small (< 10 mm yr−1), adjusting for the bias in network on�guration316

would likely inrease the trend slopes shown in Figure 2, an e�et opposite in sign to bias due317

to gauge underath. There is also a tendeny for gauges to be loated at lower elevations,318

ausing an underestimation in preipitation in areas where there are mountains and strong319

orographi e�ets.320

b. Evapotranspiration321

Surfae-based observations of ET aross the pan-Arti are sparse. Among the ative322

sites in the Ameri�ux program (http://publi.ornl.gov/ameri�ux/index.html), only three323

are loated within the Arti drainage of North Ameria, eah in northern Alaska. Likewise,324

the Long-Term Eologial Researh (LTER) network ontains two Arti sites, again both325

in Alaska. In situ ET measurement networks are similarly sparse for the Eurasian portion326

of the pan-Arti. Given this data void, our analysis of ET trends involves information from327

land-surfae models and remote-sensing data. ET is de�ned here as the total �ux from all328

soures suh as open-water evaporation, transpiration from vegetation, and sublimation from329

snow.330

Eddy ovariane measurements are the primary means of observing turbulent, boundary-331

layer ET �uxes. For regional- and ontinental-sale studies, models fored with time-varying332

limate data (eg., preipitation and air temperature) must be used. The Variable In�ltration333

Capaity (VIC) hydrologi model (Liang et al. 1994) is a large-sale land-surfae model that334
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solves for losure of the water and energy balane equations. It has been used in a variety of335

studies, both globally and aross the pan-Arti. ET is modeled using the Penman-Monteith336

equation, with resistanes adjusted to aount for soil-moisture availability, temperature,337

radiation, and vapor-pressure de�it. VIC ontains a frozen soils sheme and a two-layer,338

physially based snow model (Cherkauer et al. 2003). Model parameters are alibrated to339

math large basin disharge. Simulations show that VIC stream�ow estimates ompare well340

to gauge observations aross northern Eurasia and North Ameria. Trends in ET were taken341

from a VIC simulation that was performed at a 6 hour time step over the pan-Arti domain342

with foring from the S06 data set. Annual total ET from a suite of �ve LSMs (inluding343

the VIC model) fored with data from the ERA-40 Re-analysis (ECMWF 2002) are also344

examined here for trends. The simulations were made on a 100 km grid aross the pan-345

Arti drainage basin as desribed by Slater et al. (2007). For eah model, pan-Arti ET is346

derived from the spatial grids within the Arti drainage basin, with the mean model trend347

drawn from the �ve-model ET averages.348

Estimates of ET at regional and global sales are also available through satellite remote349

sensing. These methods are generally based on surfae energy balane partitioning among350

sensible heat, latent heat, and soil heat/heat storage �uxes. For this study we derive remote-351

sensing-based ET (monthly, 1983�2005) using the Penman-Monteith approah by inorporat-352

ing biome-spei� environmental stress fators and satellite-derived radiation and vegetation353

information (Mu et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2009). The model employs NASA/GEWEX so-354

lar radiation and albedo inputs, AVHRR Global Inventory Modeling and Mapping Studies355

(GIMMS) NDVI, and regionally orreted NCEP/NCAR Re-analysis daily surfae meteo-356

rology (Zhang et al. 2008, 2009). The ET estimates, originally produed at a daily time step357
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and 8-km spatial resolution, were re-projeted to the National Snow and Ie Data Center358

(NSIDC) 12.5 km resolution Equal-Area Salable Earth Grid (EASE-Grid).359

Figure 5 shows annual ET from the soures desribed above. Annual ET from VIC shows360

a signi�ant upward trend from 1950 through 1999 of 0.11 mm yr-2 (Table 2). The mean361

trend (0.40 mm yr-2) among the LSMs of Slater et al. (2007) also suggests ET intensi�a-362

tion. As mentioned above, these model simulations were fored with preipitation and air363

temperature from the ERA-40 re-analysis. ERA-Interim ET data also exhibit an upward364

tendeny, whih is not signi�ant. This result is largely attributable to the short time period,365

as the CV (2.5%) is not partiularly high. From 1983 through 2005, the AVHRR GIMMS-366

based ET trend is 0.38 mm yr-2, nearly idential to the trend from the 5 LSMs. This is367

noteworthy given that the AVHRR GIMMS ET is not dependent on foring or assimilation368

of preipitation. The AVHRR GIMMS ET estimates agree well (RMSE=6.3 mm month-1;369

R2=0.91) with observed �uxes from eight independent regional �ux towers representing re-370

gionally dominant land-over types (Zhang et al. 2009). All of the ET estimates in Table 3371

have magnitudes that are onsiderably lower than the best estimate from Serreze et al.372

(2006) whih is approximately 310 mm yr-1. It has been suggested that ERA-40 ET is about373

30% higher than observations (Betts et al. 2003). Although the magnitude of VIC ET is374

learly low, we have no reason to assume that the assoiated ET trend should be disounted.375

Taken together, these varied data suggest that ET has inreased over reent deades. Fur-376

ther investigation is required to determine whether the upward trends are a manifestation of377

inreases in preipitation, inreases in air temperature, and/or a lengthened growing season,378

whih advaned by approximately 7 days from 1988 to 2001 aross the Northern Eurasian379

pan-Arti basin (MDonald et al. 2004). Twentieth-entury trends in limate warming have380
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resulted in lengthening of the growing season aross northern temperate latitudes (Menzel381

and Fabian 1999; Frih et al. 2002; Shwartz et al. 2006). A longer growing season is likely to382

result in ontinued upward trends in ET, provided that moisture is not limiting (Huntington383

2004).384

Similar to the preipitation analysis, annual ET series from the GCMs (Figures 3, 4)385

also exhibit positive trends, with the exeption of the GFDL-CM2.1 model (Table 4), and all386

but the GFDL-CM2.1 show signi�ant trends. Trend magnitudes vary aross a fairly narrow387

range from −0.07 to 0.25 mm yr-2. The multi-model mean trend (1950�1999) is 0.17 mm yr-2,388

generally lower than the trend from several of the land surfae ET data and less than half of389

the mean trend among the �ve LSMs fored with ERA-40 limate. Several of our modeled390

ET series begin in the 1980s, and their sharper trends suggest a more ampli�ed inrease,391

relative to the GCMs, over reent deades. Like preipitation, the GCM multi-model ET392

trend over the 100 year period (0.31 mm yr-2) is greater than the trend from 1950 through393

1999 by more than 80% (Table 4). Like preipitation, onsisteny in the signi�ane of the394

GCM ET trends is noteworthy.395

. River disharge and net preipitation396

Among all Arti FWC omponents, disharge from large rivers draining into the Arti397

Oean is one of the most well observed. River disharge is the result of many proesses suh398

as preipitation, ET, soil in�ltration, and permafrost dynamis, whih vary aross a water-399

shed. River �ow is typially alulated on a daily basis from water-stage observations (wa-400

ter height) and established long-term stage-disharge relationships. These relationships are401
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regularly updated using atual disharge measurements. High-latitude rivers have, however,402

long ie-overed periods (up to 7�8 months) when the use of an open hannel stage-disharge403

relationship is limited or impossible and the auray of disharge estimates during these pe-404

riods is signi�antly lower and strongly depends on the frequeny of disharge measurements405

(Shiklomanov et al. 2006). Substantial ie thikness, old weather, and low river veloity406

under the ie redue the auray of measurements (Prowse and Ommaney 1990). Dur-407

ing the transitional periods of river freeze and break-up, the unertainty of daily disharge408

reords for large Arti rivers an exeed 30%. Annual disharge estimates, however, arry409

unertainties of approximately 3 to 8% (Shiklomanov et al. 2006), onsiderably smaller than410

those assoiated with gauge-based preipitation (Goodison et al. 1998; Yang et al. 2005).411

River disharge is often a�eted by diret human impats inluding water withdrawals and412

intra-annual disharge redistribution by dams. This fat ditates that hydrolimatologial413

analysis of river disharge temporal trends must onsider how human impats an a�et414

the trends. River disharge from Eurasia, partiularly from the Yenisey basin, is a�eted415

by several major hydroeletri dams that were onstruted beginning in the late 1950s.416

Of all seasons, winter disharge trends an be partiularly di�ult to estimate (Ye et al.417

2003; MClelland et al. 2004; Adam et al. 2007; Shiklomanov and Lammers 2009). While418

annual trends are less a�eted, a study using reonstruted data suggests that dams may419

be obsuring naturally ourring trends for heavily regulated parts of watersheds (Ye et al.420

2003; Yang et al. 2004b,a; Shiklomanov and Lammers 2009). Additionally, delines in the421

number of operational gauging stations have ourred sine the mid 1990s (Shiklomanov et al.422

2000, 2002) and this has redued the auray of estimates of river disharge to the Arti423

Oean. Our examination of preipitation and ET trends involves pan-Arti integrations424
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from gridded �elds. In ontrast, river disharge trends are derived from point observations.425

These observations, however, represent integrative measures of hydrologial proesses over426

the upstream athment regions. A signi�ant portion of the pan-Arti basin has laked427

routine monitoring. Therefore we apply disharge estimates from monitored watersheds to428

ungauged regions using the hydrologial analogy approah to estimate total disharge to the429

Arti Oean (or Hudson Bay) from large drainage areas and to provide onsisteny for the430

integrated analysis of trends in other water-balane omponents. Estimates of river runo�431

based on the analysis of water-balane omponents made at the State Hydrologial Institute432

(SHI) in St. Petersburg, Russia, similar to estimates used in �World Water Balane and433

Water Resoures� (Korzun 1978), are used here for unmonitored areas where the analogy434

approah is not appliable.435

Reords of river disharge for the largest rivers are taken from v4.0 of the R-ArtiNet436

database (http://www.r-artinet.sr.unh.edu/) and updated up to 2004 (Lammers et al.437

2001; Shiklomanov et al. 2002). Our analysis inludes all land areas that drain to the Arti438

Oean, Hudson Bay, and Bering Strait. In addition to the entire pan-Arti drainage basin,439

we also analyze disharge from Eurasia, North Ameria, and the region draining to Hudson440

Bay.441

From 1950 through 2004, annual pan-Arti disharge exhibits a signi�ant, positive trend442

of 0.23 mm yr−2 (5.3 km3 yr−2), signi�ant at the 90% on�dene level (Figure 6, Table 2).443

The majority of river �ow to the Arti Oean originates from Eurasia, a region with long444

reords relative to North Ameria. River disharge from the six largest Eurasian river basins445

has exhibited a sustained long-term inrease over the past 70+ years (Peterson et al. 2002;446

Shiklomanov and Lammers 2009). This is re�eted in the greater trend (0.31 mm yr−2) for447
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Eurasia ompared to the pan-Arti trend. In ontrast to the inreased �ow for Eurasia,448

no signi�ant hange is evident for the Arti drainage of North Amerian as a whole over449

the same period. However, when the �ow to Hudson Bay is exluded, a large signi�ant450

inrease (0.40 mm yr−2) emerges. In turn, estimates for Hudson Bay from 1950 through451

2005 exhibit no trend. Other studies have noted signi�ant delines in the �ow to Hudson452

Bay sine 1964 (Déry et al. 2005; MClelland et al. 2006). More reent data (1989�2007),453

however, show a 15.5% inrease in the annual �ows from Canada along with an inrease in454

variability, indiative of intensi�ation (Déry et al. 2009). Inreases of 5% to 35% in annual455

preipitation aross Canada from 1950 through 1998 have also been reported (Zhang et al.456

2000). Trends desribed here are broadly onsistent with results from several reent studies457

for Eurasia and North Ameria (Yang et al. 2004a,b; Déry et al. 2005; MClelland et al.458

2006).459

Analysis of net preipitation (P−ET) produed by the di�erene of preipitation (GPCP460

and GPCC) and AVHRR-GIMMS-based ET reveals no signi�ant trend. Despite the fat461

that both GPCP and GPCC preipitation exhibit inreases greater than those for ET, the462

trend in the di�erene (P−ET) is not statistially signi�ant. In essene, high variability463

(CVs 5.6% and 5.8%, Table 2) obsures the trend signals. This also ours with P−ET464

(1979�2007) from the Japanese Re-analysis (JRA-25), whih has tended to inrease, but465

over a time period too short to yield a signi�ant hange. Indeed, while CVs for all river466

disharge reords are higher than those for the preipitation and ET series, long time periods467

along with strength of the trend enable the pan-Arti, North Ameria exluding drainage468

to Hudson Bay, and, most notably, Eurasian basin trends to reah the 90% on�dene level.469

Regarding attribution, postive trends in P−ET have been shown to be orrelated with the470
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Arti Osillation/North Atlanti Osillation (AO/NAO) (Groves and Franis 2002). This471

assoiation, however, was derived from preipitable water retrieved from satellite data and472

re-analysis and was made from 1980 through 1999, and it is impossible to draw onlusions473

for the period sine 1950. Mean P−ET among the GCMs (220 mm yr-1) di�ers from pan-474

Arti river disharge (runo�) by < 5%, but is notably higher than the estimate ompiled475

by Serreze et al. (2006) of 180 mm yr-1 .476

As with the GCM preipitation and ET series, net preipitation (P−ET) exhibits in-477

reases over the 1950�1999 period. Fewer (�ve of nine) of the GCM P−ET series, however,478

show signi�ant inreases than the GCM preipitation or ET series (Table 4). Inreases in479

preipitation generally outpae those from ET, onsistent with observations for the major480

rivers of the onterminous U.S. (Walter et al. 2004). The multi-model mean trend (1950�481

1999) is 0.20 mm yr-2, slightly less than the observed pan-Arti river disharge trend of482

0.23 mm yr-2. Like preipitation and ET, GCM trends (0.06 to 0.39 mm yr-2) extend over483

a more limited range than the river disharge and other observed P−ET trends. Over the484

1950�2049 period, trends in GCM net preipitation range from 0.12 mm yr-2 to 0.51 mm485

yr-2, with a multi-model mean trend of 0.34 mm yr-2. Net preipitation inreases by 18%486

based on the multi-model mean trend over the 1950�2049 period. The hange is only 5% for487

1950�1999, suggesting an aeleration in net preipitation over time. In short, preipitation488

inreases outpae ET inreases, suggesting ontinued future net preipitation intensi�ation.489
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d. Assoiated terrestrial water yle omponents490

Changes in other water-yle omponents, while not �tting our strit de�nition of inten-491

si�ation, are partiularly relevant. A deline in lake abundane and area has been noted492

throughout the region of disontinuous, sporadi, and isolated permafrost of Siberia, while493

inreases in lake area and number have ourred aross the ontinuous permafrost (Smith494

et al. 2005). From 1972 through 2006, snow-over extent (SCE) delined signi�antly during495

spring aross both North Ameria and Eurasia, with lesser delines during winter and some496

inreases during fall (Déry and Brown 2007). Although snow-over extent has generally de-497

reased (Brown and Goodison 1996; Robinson and Frei 2000; Serreze et al. 2000), there are498

signs that Eurasia has experiened signi�ant inreases in snow depth (Ye et al. 1998; Bu-499

lygina et al. 2009) and winter preipitation (Yang et al. 2002; Frey and Smith 2003; Serreze500

et al. 2002; Rawlins et al. 2006, 2009b). Taken together, the studies suggest lower seasonal501

freshwater storages at the southern margins of the pan-Arti basin, with inreases over502

northern Eurasia. Inreasing winter preipitation would tend to result in inreased runo�503

during the melt season over permafrost regions where in�ltration rates are lower. Glaiers504

aross many regions are losing mass as a result of warming, with rapid losses of ie vol-505

ume sine around 1990 (Dyurgerov and Meier 2000, 2005). These Arti glaier trends are506

generally onsistent with global delines, but quantitatively smaller, and the ontribution507

of glaier melt to river �ow aross the pan-Arti is small. Other major hanges inlude a508

lengthening of the growing season, whih may be an important omponent in the upward509

ET trend. Estimates from remote sensing and CO2 �ask measurements suggest an advane510

in growing season from 1.5 to 4 days per deade (MDonald et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2009).511
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Observed evidene of hanges in ative layer thikness (ALT) and permafrost onditions512

is substantial worldwide. Permafrost temperatures have inreased up to 3◦C during the513

past several deades aross parts of the terrestrial pan-Arti (Osterkamp 2005; Smith et al.514

2005; Pavlov 1994; Oberman and Mazhitowa 2001). Changes in air temperature alone annot515

aount for the permafrost temperature inrease, whih suggests that hanges in seasonal516

snow-over onditions may also be involved (Zhang and Osterkamp 1993; Zhang 2005). Based517

on soil temperature measurements in the ative layer and upper permafrost up to 3.2 m from518

37 hydrometeorologial stations in Russia, the ative layer exhibited a statistially signi�ant519

deepening of about 25 m from the early 1960s to 1998 (Frauenfeld et al. 2004; Zhang et al.520

2005). The International Permafrost Assoiation (IPA) started a network of the Cirumpolar521

Ative Layer Monitoring (CALM) program in the 1990s to monitor the response of the ative522

layer and upper permafrost to limate hange and urrently inorporates more than 125523

sites worldwide (Brown et al. 2000). The results from high-latitude sites in North Ameria524

demonstrate substantial inter-annual and inter-deadal �utuations, but with no signi�ant525

trend in ALT in response to inreasing air temperatures. Evidene from the CALM European526

monitoring sites suggests that ALT was greatest in the summers of 2002 and 2003 (Harris527

2003). ALT has inreased by up to 1.0 m over the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau sine the early528

1980s (Zhao et al. 2004).529

The e�et of inreasing ALT on the Arti FWC is ompliated. Freezing of soil mois-530

ture redues the soil hydrauli ondutivity, leading to either more runo� due to dereased531

in�ltration or higher soil moisture ontent due to restrited drainage. The existene of a532

thin frozen layer near the surfae deouples soil moisture exhange between the atmosphere533

and deeper soils (Zhang et al. 2005; Ye et al. 2009). Permafrost essentially limits the amount534
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of subsurfae water storage and in�ltration that an our, leading to wet soils and ponded535

surfae waters, unusual for a region with suh limited preipitation. An inrease in ALT, on536

one hand, diretly inreases ground-water storage apaity and thus redues river disharge537

through partitioning of surfae runo� from snowmelt and/or rainfall. On the other hand,538

melting of exess ground ie near the permafrost surfae an ontribute water to runo�539

and potentially inrease river disharge. In this ase, less ie would tend to result in more540

moisture available for evaporation and transpiration ompared to a thinner ALT and longer541

period of frozen surfae soil. Changes in the movement of water within the soil olumn may542

be ourring. Inreases in thaw depth and, in turn, soil water �owpaths have been inferred543

from geohemial traers in Alaskan North Slope streams (Keller et al. 2010). Model544

studies point to potentially large future inreases in river disharge due to permafrost thaw545

(Lawrene and Slater 2005). The net e�et of this hange on river disharge thus requires546

further study and long-term monitoring.547

4. Marine System548

a. Freshwater exhanges with the Atlanti & Pai� Oeans549

We onsider in this setion the in�ows and out�ows of liquid (oean) freshwater as well550

as the solid (sea ie) omponent. The in�ows our in Bering Strait, the eastern side of551

Fram Strait, and the Barents Sea (ie only). Out�ows our through the Canadian Ar-552

ti Arhipelago, the western side of Fram Strait, and the Barents Sea (oean only). All553

freshwater �uxes are alulated relative to a salinity of 34.8, exept where noted.554
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1) Fram Strait ie flux555

The mean annual ie onentration-weighted area out�ow at the Fram Strait over the556

period 1979�2007 has been omputed using satellite data as 706±113×103 km2. There is no557

statistially signi�ant long-term trend in the Fram Strait area �ux in the 29 year reord, a558

re�etion of an inreasing ross-strait sea level pressure gradient (i.e., stronger loal winds)559

and a dereasing ie onentration (Kwok 2009). Turning to volume �ux, the best estimate of560

the mean annual volume �ux using satellite and mooring data between 1991�1999 is ∼2200561

km3 yr−1 (∼0.07 Sv) (Kwok et al. 2004), or ∼0.3 m of Arti Oean sea ie (area of 7.2562

million km2). It is not readily apparent from this short 9 year reord that there is any563

disernible trend in annual ie volume exiting the Fram Strait. A reent update by Spreen564

et al. (2009) also �nds no trend.565

On average, the IPCC models (Figure 7) show higher area out�ow and lower ie on-566

entration in the Fram Strait than observational estimates. But, in agreement with the 29567

year observational reord, there is no trend in the model simulations of area out�ow. Even568

though the average model behavior does not show a negative trend in the ie onentration569

during the period of the satellite reord, there is a notieable trend after 2000. This an be570

seen in the deline in volume out�ow at the Fram Strait. The average model estimates of sea571

ie volume out�ow are lower than those from observational estimates by approximately one572

quarter of the annual mean (or ∼500 km3). This ould be signi�ant in terms of simulating573

the survivability and deline of the ie over, and ould be one of the fators ontributing to574

the slower redution in Arti ie extent produed by model projetions (ompared to that575

observed) reported by Stroeve et al. (2007).576
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2) Fram Strait oean freshwater flux577

Prior to 1980 only sporadi hydrographi setions aross Fram Strait were available.578

Östlund and Hut (1984) used δ18O measurements to determine an oean freshwater export579

of 4730 km3 yr−1. Generally lower values of 883�2996 km3 yr−1 were obtained using salinity580

data from hydrographi surveys by Aagaard and Carmak (1989) and Rudels et al. (2008).581

Holfort and Hansen (2005) used data extending from the deep water in the east westward582

aross the Greenland shelf, and proposed a total mean freshwater transport of 1987 km3583

yr−1, with 40% of this ourring on the shelf. In the mid-1980s, a mooring array at 79584

◦N was deployed for 2 years, and then from 1997 onwards a more extensive array has been585

deployed (although no moorings have been deployed on the broad east Greenland shelf).586

Using salinity and diret veloity data from these moorings, Holfort et al. (2008) derived587

a freshwater transport similar to that found by Holfort and Hansen (2005). It should be588

noted that most reent studies have used referene salinities of 34.9, whih produes about589

10% higher freshwater �uxes relative to those alulated using a referene salinity of 34.8.590

Reently, DeSteur et al. (2009) ombined the mooring and hydrographi survey data to show591

that although there is interannual variability, no long-term trend in Fram Strait southward592

liquid freshwater transport an be determined over the period 1997�2007. This is in ontrast593

to an inrease in this quantity simulated by many limate models from 1950�2050 (Holland et594

al., 2007 and their Figure 12a). However, given intrinsi low-frequeny variability in oean595

transport, it is likely that the observed time series is too short to assess a fored trend.596

Additionally, the observational knowledge of the liquid freshwater transport through Fram597

Strait is still unertain, owing to a lak of knowledge about onditions on the East Greenland598
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shelf and also the under-sampling of the surfae fresh layer by moorings.599

What does the future hold? Holland et al. (2007) predit that the liquid freshwater600

ontent of the Arti Oean will inrease in the oming years. If we assume that the fresh-601

water export in the East Greenland Current is largely arried by the resulting barolini602

geostrophi �ow, then this �ow should inrease, as seen in Holland's model analysis.603

3) Barents Sea ie flux604

For sea ie, this �ux has been omputed at the northern boundary of the Barents Sea, i.e.,605

aross the passages between Svalbard and Franz Josef Land (S-FJL), and between Franz Josef606

Land and Severnaya Zemlya (FJL-SZ). In the 29 year reord of ie area �ux from satellite607

estimates (Kwok 2009), there is a mean annual in�ow to the Arti Oean of seasonal ie608

through the FJL-SZ passage of 103±93×103 km2. The soure of this sea ie is the Barents609

Sea as well as the Kara Sea. The annual out�ow at the S-FJL passage is 37±39×103 km2,610

i.e., ∼5% of the Fram Strait area export, with no statistially signi�ant trend. The result is611

a net in�ow of sea ie to the Arti Oean of 66×103 km2, with no trend. Thus, the Barents612

Sea is a net produer of sea ie, whih is exported northward to the Arti Oean. This ie613

presumably is swept into the sea ie irulation that exits the Arti Oean via Fram Strait.614

4) Barents Sea oean freshwater flux615

The oeani freshwater �ux has been monitored at the western boundary of the Barents616

Sea aross longitude 20 ◦E. The �uxes are omposed of ontributions from the relatively fresh617

eastward-�owing Norwegian Coastal Current (NCC), the relatively saline Atlanti In�ow618
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with the North Cape Current (NCaC), and the out�owing reirulated Atlanti Water in619

the Bear Island Trough (BIT) (Björk et al. 2001; Skagseth et al. 2008). The hydrographi620

variations of these branhes have been monitored somewhat sporadially sine the 1960s621

and regularly sine 1977 (4�6 times per year). Sine 1997, these measurements have been622

omplemented with an array of urrent meter moorings. For the NCaC and the BIT out�ow,623

the annual mean volume �uxes are ombined with the observed de-seasoned long-term ore624

salinities to obtain the freshwater �uxes. The freshwater �ux in the NCC is estimated based625

on vertial pro�les by assuming geostrophi balane, with a zero veloity referene assumed626

at a density outrop (Orvik et al. 2001). The barolini transport is then ombined with627

vertial pro�les of salinity to get the freshwater �ux.628

The total and individual ontributions to the freshwater are summarized in Table 5. In629

total there is a freshwater out�ow of 84 km3 yr−1 whih is the sum of a large NCaC out�ow630

(i.e., in�owing water saltier than the referene salinity), and two smaller in�ows from the631

NCC and from the Bear Island Trough reirulation. There is a long term derease in the632

total out�ow from 115 km3 yr−1 for the period 1965�1984 ompared to 55 km3 yr−1 for633

the period 1985�2005. This is due to an inreased NCC freshwater in�ow assoiated with634

inreased preipitation over northern Europe and Sandinavia.635

An antiipated future warming and more atmospheri moisture ontent will probably at636

to ontinue the freshening of the NCC. On the other hand, the freshwater �uxes assoiated637

with the NCaC and the Bear Island Trough reirulation are dependent on the loal regional638

wind foring (Ingvaldsen et al. 2002) as well the salinity of the Atlanti Water. Future trends639

in these variables are very unertain.640
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5) Bering Strait ie flux641

Initial work (Aagaard and Carmak 1989) estimated the Bering Strait freshwater �ux642

from ie as an in�ow to the Arti Oean of 24 km3 yr−1. The present best observational643

estimate is an in�ow of 100 ± 70 km3 yr−1, assuming a sea-ie salinity of 7 psu (Woodgate644

and Aagaard 2005), although this is highly speulative, being based on extrapolation of645

data of ie thikness and ie motion from one mooring in the enter of the strait. No long-646

term trends have been omputed. Comparison of modeled ie freshwater �uxes (not shown)647

shows a greater spread than the oeani freshwater �ux (next setion). In partiular, the648

three models that simulate the most realisti Bering Strait oean freshwater �ux di�er in649

sign for the ie freshwater �ux.650

6) Bering Strait oean freshwater flux651

A 14 year (1990�2004) data set of year-round near-bottom measurements in Bering Strait652

was ombined by Woodgate and Aagaard (2005) with estimates of sea-ie �ux and fresh-653

water transport within the Alaskan Coastal Current (ACC) and in the summer strati�ed654

surfae layer to yield a 14 year mean oean freshwater transport of 2500 ± 300 km3 yr−1.655

Interannual variability in the observational estimates is substantial. Without onsidering the656

ontributions from the ACC or strati�ation (likely adding ∼800�1000 km3 yr−1), annual657

mean freshwater transport through the Bering Strait is estimated to vary between ∼1400658

and 2000 km3 yr−1, with lows in the early 2000s (Woodgate et al. 2006). It is noteworthy659

that the freshwater inrease between 2001 and 2004 is ∼800 km3, about 1/4 of annual Arti660

river runo�. About 80% of the inrease in freshwater an be aounted for by the inreased661
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volume �ux over the same time period, whih in turn may be related to hanges in the loal662

wind.663

Coupled model simulations of the oeani Bering Strait freshwater �ux vary widely (not664

shown). However, the multi-model ensemble mean produes a long-term mean value lose665

to observations, also reprodued by the CGCM3.1, MIROC3.2 and CCSM3 individual runs.666

Modeled long-term trends are small (Holland, et al., 2007; their Figure 8), with hanges of667

∼200 km3 yr−1 over a 100 year period. This hange is generally smaller than the observed668

interannual variability over 1990�2004.669

7) Canadian Arhipelago ie flux670

Over the period between 1997�2002, high-resolution radar imagery in the western671

Arhipelago (Kwok 2006) has been used to estimate mean annual sea ie areal �uxes672

through Amundsen Gulf, M'Clure Strait, and the Queen Elizabeth Islands of 85±26 ×103,673

20±24×103, and −8±6×103 km2 (negative sign indiates out�ow). Overall, sea ie is im-674

ported from the Canadian Arhipelago into the Arti Oean in this area, providing a volume675

in�ow of roughly 100 km3 yr−1. This is balaned by export of Arti Oean sea ie through676

Nares Strait in the northeastern Arhipelago. Kwok et al. (2005) omputed an average an-677

nual (Sept�Aug) ie area out�ow of 33 km3 aross the 30 km wide northern entrane at678

Robeson Channel. Thik, multi-year ie overage in Nares Strait is high (>80%), with vol-679

ume out�ow estimated to be ∼100 km3 yr−1, i.e., ∼5% of the mean annual Fram Strait ie680

�ux and exatly opposite to the in�ow alulated for the western Arhipelago. However, it681

is important to note that these short time series may not be representative of the long-term682
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balane, and have not yet been used to alulate long-term trends. An interesting reent683

phenomenon is the failure of winter ie arhes to form within Nares Strait, whih if this684

ontinues would sustain the export of very thik ie from the Arti Oean.685

8) Canadian Arhipelago oean freshwater flux686

Total oean freshwater transport through the various straits of the Arhipelago has been687

estimated using historial data as roughly 900�4000 ± 1000 km3 yr−1 (Aagaard and Car-688

mak 1989; Tang et al. 2004; Cuny et al. 2005; Dikson et al. 2007; Serreze et al. 2006), with689

more reent e�orts plaing tighter onstraints on �uxes through the major passages of Nares690

Strait (Munhow et al. 2006) and Lanaster Sound (Prinsenberg and Hamilton 2005). An691

attrative option is to measure the �ux aross Davis Strait to the south, whih theoretially692

should integrate all of these �uxes. Reent analysis of mooring data taken sine 2004 (un-693

published) indiates a deline in net southward freshwater �ux, but this is not statistially694

signi�ant. Most models analyzed by Holland et al. (2007) did not inlude an open Cana-695

dian Arhipelago. However, the CCSM model analyzed by Holland et al. (2006) did provide696

�ux estimates through this area. The model results (not shown) estimate freshwater �uxes697

of about 1388 km3 yr−1 over the 20th entury, whih is within the historial range.698

9) Net preipitation699

Net preipitation (P−ET) over the Arti Oean for the period 1979�2007, estimated700

from the atmospheri moisture budget (wind and vapor �ux �elds) of the Japanese Re-701

analysis (JRA-25), shows no trend. And while annual P−ET derived from preipitable water702
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retrieved from the TIROS Operational Vertial Sounder (TOVS) and upper-level winds from703

the NCEP-NCAR Re-analysis suggests reent inreases in Arti Oean net preipitation704

(1989 to 1998 average vs. 1980 to 1988 average), the deadal di�erene is small (4.2% of the705

19-year mean) and not statistially signi�ant (Groves and Franis 2002).706

b. Freshwater storage within the Arti Oean707

1) Sea ie708

Rothrok et al. (2008) showed that over the period 1975�2000, annual mean Arti Oean709

sea ie thikness dereased by 1.25 m (i.e., ∼31%), with the maximum thikness in 1980 and710

the minimum in 2000. The sharpest rate of deline ourred in 1990, with a muh slower rate711

by the end of the reord. More reently, Giles et al. (2008) analyzed satellite-based radar712

altimeter data that indiate relatively onstant ie thikness between 2003�2007, followed713

by a substantial derease between 2007 and 2008.714

The deline in ie freshwater storage is due to a ombination of a loss of ie thikness715

and a loss of ie area. The estimated loss in thikness is on the order of 30% from 1975716

to 2000 (Rothrok et al. 2008). Comiso and Nishio (2008) used passive mirowave satellite717

data over 1979�2006 to estimate ie area loss as 2% per deade in winter and 9% in summer.718

Over the period from 1975 to 2000 the total loss in ie freshwater storage would therefore719

be on the order of 40%. None of the oupled GCMs shown in Figure 8 omes lose to this.720

The largest deline over this period is around 25% in the CCSM3 and MIROC3.2 model721

runs. The average of all the models is nearly half that or a deline of only around 13%. One722

potential aveat is that the submarine ie thikness data ome only from the entral basin,723
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while the model inludes seasonal areas that may have experiened a lesser deline.724

It is likely that we will see a ontinuing deline of freshwater storage in the ie. The725

lengthening melt season will result in ontinued thinning of the ie and a steady derease in726

ie extent. Further, the ie is prone to episodi wind events, suh as the Arti Osillation727

shift around 1990 whih �ushed old, thik ie out of the Arti Oean. The thinning of the728

ie has led many to refer to the ie pak as �vulnerable� both to steady warming and episodi729

events.730

2) Oean731

Steele and Ermold (2004), Swift et al. (2005), Dmitrenko et al. (2008), and Polyakov et al.732

(2008) �nd that between the late 1960s/1970s and the late 1990s, freshwater delined in the733

entral Arti Oean, while it inreased (but to a muh lesser extent) on the Russian arti734

shelves to the west of the East Siberian Sea. The entral Arti deline was ∼1500 km3,735

omposed of relatively long periods (∼15 years) of inreasing values, alternating with shorter736

(∼5 years) periods of deline. This behavior was desribed as a �freshwater apaitor� by737

Proshutinsky et al. (2002), referring to the build-up of freshwater within the Beaufort Gyre738

and its subsequent release to the North Atlanti Oean over a relatively shorter period. An739

example from the late 1980s / early 1990s was simulated in an ie-oean model study by740

Karher et al. (2005). This alternating inrease/derease in oean freshwater has been linked741

to wind foring assoiated with the Arti Osillation, although other fators may also play742

a role. In reent years (sine 2000) this index has delined, whih suggests a olletion of743

freshwater in the Beaufort Gyre as noted by MPhee et al. (2009).744
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Figure 9 extends the results of Holland et al. (2007) by showing detailed oean fresh-745

water time series from the available IPCC CMIP3 models. Over the latter half of the 20th746

entury, most models show a relatively weak freshwater inrease, whih for the multi-model747

mean amounts to about 3000 km3. This is of the opposite sign and double the value of the748

observed freshwater derease over this time period. Why is this? The observed hanges in749

freshwater storage respond to wind foring assoiated with low frequeny variations in the750

Arti Osillation (Steele and Ermold 2007; Polyakov et al. 2008). These variations ated to751

ollet freshwater (sea ie plus oean freshwater) in the Arti Oean before the 1960s and752

then to fore it southward into the North Atlanti Oean through the rest of the entury.753

It is likely that some omponent of this time evolution was the result of intrinsi limate754

variability, the observed phase of whih limate models are not expeted to apture, even755

with ensemble runs. Climate models generally simulate muh weaker trends in the Arti756

Osillation over the late 20th entury than observed (Gillett et al. 2002; Teng et al. 2006).757

However, it is unlear whether this disrepany arises from a de�ieny in the models' sim-758

ulated response to anthropogeni foring or the fat that some Arti Osillation anomalies759

represent extremely large variations in the real limate system.760

. Summary of marine freshwater hanges761

Table 6 summarizes the observed trends in sea ie and oean freshwater �uxes and storage,762

as determined from the information in previous setions. We note no trend in the observed763

reord of net sea ie freshwater (FW) �ux, even though there is a deline in the sea ie storage.764

How an this be? If the observed sea ie storage deline is real, then one explanation is that765
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the observed ie �ux estimates are laking, whih is ertainly possible. Another potential766

senario is that ie volume export ould, in the short term, remain onstant as the thikness767

delines but the average speed inreases. Suh an inrease in speed, assoiated with a deline768

in internal stresses, has been noted reently by Rampal et al. (2009) (However, note that769

suh a speed inrease should probably be evident in the area export, whih has not been770

observed.)771

The long-term net oean FW �ux trend is di�ult to determine, given the short time772

series available from most straits. Observations indiate a deline in oean freshwater storage773

over the last few deades of the 20th entury. Only the Barents Sea oean �ux observations774

over that time period, and these indiate a gain of freshwater. It seems di�ult to draw any775

�rm onlusions about trends in the oean FW budget at this time. However, this is likely776

to hange in the near future, as oean observing programs started just before and during the777

International Polar Year begin to produe omprehensive time series of annual �ux data at778

all straits.779

5. Summary and Synthesis780

We have examined time series from observations and GCMs to understand whether the781

Arti FWC is intensifying as expeted due to warming. By omputing trends from a782

suite of oupled limate models, we attempt to identify the regional limate �signal� while783

minimizing noise due to model parameterizations. The ensemble-mean trend that emerges is784

the signal fored within the model simulations. Thus, trends derived using observed data�785

realizations subjet to weather noise and sampling error�an be evaluated and ompared786
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to the preditive models to better understand how the Arti system has responded, relative787

to expetations. This task is ompliated by the relatively short period of reord for many788

of the observations and the signi�ant inter-annual variability inherent in the system.789

Preipitation and ET have both inreased over the past several deades. For the terres-790

trial Arti, both GCMs and observations exhibit positive preipitation trends. Although791

observed preipitation trend magnitudes over more reent deades are greater than those792

over the 1950�1999 interval, the robustness of the reent inreases is limited. Small trends793

in these time series are largely obsured by natural variability. Consisteny in signi�ane794

aross the GCM series is due to the e�ets of lower variability relative to the respetive795

trend magnitude. A greater trend in the GCM multi-model mean for the period 1950�2049796

vs. 1950�1999 suggests an aelerating response to warming. Changes in the frequeny of797

extreme preipitation events, although di�ult to assess due to the sparsity of observations,798

suggest intensi�ation aross areas north of 50 ◦N latitude. The ET trends are all positive,799

with three of the four series exhibiting signi�ant trends. They also (with one the exeption)800

exeed the multi-model GCM trend. We speulate that upward trends are a manifestation801

of inreasing preipitation together with a lengthened growing season. Model (LSMs and802

oupled GCMs) analysis of the fators ontrolling ET �uxes are needed to resolve di�erenes803

in the trend magnitudes and linkage to other water yle omponents.804

Pan-Arti river disharge, inluding disharge from ungauged regions, has also risen over805

reent deades. Among all omponents, the long-term inrease in river disharge from large806

Eurasian rivers is perhaps the most onsistent trend evidening Arti FWC intensi�ation.807

The trend in the ombined �ow of the six largest Eurasian rivers over the period 1936�808

1999 is approximately 7% (Peterson et al. 2002), and is onsistent with models linking net809
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preipitation inreases to anthropogeni foring (Wu et al. 2005). While disharge inreases810

from Eurasia dominate the pan-Arti trend, reent positive trends from Canada suggest811

that riverine intensi�ation may now be pan-Arti in extent. The time series of pan-Arti812

(inluding ungauged regions) annual disharge exhibits a trend that is nearly double the813

multi-model mean GCM P−ET trend. What might explain why the trend in observed river814

disharge exeeds the trend in net preipitation simulated by the models? One potential815

explanation involves reent reported inreases in winter preipitation, whih we speulate816

may not be adequately aptured by the GCMs. There is evidene that the disharge-to-817

preipitation ratio has inreased aross Eurasia over the latter deades of the 20th entury.818

In other words, more of the inreasing preipitation �ux may now beome disharge eah year.819

This hange would be one way for the disharge inreases to keep pae with preipitation820

inreases. Changes in storage may also be involved. Drainage from water bodies (lakes,821

ponds) and thawing permafrost are two additional freshwater soures whih ould diretly822

ontribute to inreases in river disharge and ET. These ontributions would represent water823

yle hanges not diretly linked with intensi�ation as expressed through physis involving824

the Clausius-Clapeyron relation.825

River disharge from Eurasia strongly in�uenes freshwater budgets along the Russian826

shelves, whih freshened in reent deades. Oean irulation, however, plays a dominant role827

in this region and largely drives the freshwater balane (Steele and Ermold 2004). Regarding828

trends in Arti Oean �uxes and stoks, Arti Osillation trends reated a freshwater build-829

up (ie and oean) through the 1960s and then a release of this freshwater through the rest830

of the entury. This e�et dominated the slow inrease in freshwater in�ows from rivers831

and other soures. What will happen in the future? It seems likely that wind foring will832
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ontinue to play an important role, sequestering and then releasing both oean and ie833

freshwater over multi-year time sales. However, over the longer term, inreasing freshwater834

inputs from river disharge, from oean advetion, and from net preipitation may eventually835

ome to dominate the budget and lead to an inreasing Arti Oean freshwater ontent,836

although this is unertain.837

Simulations with oupled GCMs suggest an intensi�ation of the Arti FWC in response838

to rising greenhouse gas onentrations. Observations also suggest intensi�ation aross the839

terrestrial system. That said, our on�dene in these hange signals, with the exeption of840

Eurasian river disharge, is somewhat limited. The lak of strongly signi�ant trends in some841

of the observations is re�etive of the onsiderable variability in Arti freshwater system842

and the sparse/inomplete measures of preipitation, ET and river disharge. Intensi�ation843

of oeani freshwater �uxes an not be asertained given the short reords. Additional GCM844

runs have been made available to the ommunity during the ompletion of this analysis, and845

new model runs are being urrently produed as part of the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report.846

Diret observations of the Arti FWC are ontinually being updated and made available as847

well. Future analysis to update the assessments presented here will be an important ontri-848

bution to the emerging body of evidene doumenting Arti hydrologi hange. Continued849

positive trends over oming years will need to our in order to inrease our on�dene that850

the Arti FWC is intensifying as expeted due to limati warming.851
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Table 1: GCMs used in the analysis. Models listed in Table 4 are referened by the model number

shown here.

# Model P, ET Ie Transport Oean Transport Ie Oean

Fram St. Bering St. Storage Storage

1 CGCM3.1(T63) X X X X X

2 CNRM-CM3 X X X X X

3 CSIRO-Mk3.0 X X X X X

4 GISS-AOM X X X X X

5 MIROC3.2(med) X X X X X

6 CCSM3 X X X X X

7 UKMO-HadCM3 X X X X X

8 UKMO-HadGEM1 X X X

9 GFDL-CM2.1 X X X
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Table 2: Trends and oe�ients of variation (CVs) for terms of the terrestrial water budget.

Null hypothesis is no trend over the spei�ed time period. Slope and statistial signi�ane are

determined using linear least squares regression and the student's t-test. Terms signi�ant at p <

0.1 (90% on�dene) are indiated in bold. Entries in eah setion are ordered by length of reord.

Trends and CVs for individual GCMs are shown in Figure 4.

Term Time Period Trend (mm yr−2) CV (%)

Preipitation

CRU V3 1950�2006 0.21 2.8

Willmott-Matsuura (WM) 1950�2006 -0.03 2.7

GCMs 1950�1999 0.37 -

She�eld et al. (2006) 1950�1999 0.11 2.5

GPCP 1983�2005 0.74 3.2

GPCC 1983�2005 0.43 2.6

ERA-Interim 1989�2005 0.79 1.7

Evapotranspiration

GCMs 1950�1999 0.17 -

VIC 1950�1999 0.11 3.6

LSMs1 1980�1999 0.40 2.2

RS2 1983�2005 0.38 2.6

ERA-Interim 1989�2005 0.30 2.5

River Disharge

North Ameria3 1950�2005 0.40 9.5

North Ameria4 1950�2005 0.12 7.4

Hudson Bay 1950�2005 -0.29 9.4

Pan-Arti 1950�2004 0.23 4.5

Eurasia5 1950�2004 0.31 4.8

GCMs, P−ET 1950�1999 0.20 -

JRA-25, P−ET 1979�2007 0.35 4.5

P−ET6 1983�2005 0.36 5.6

P−ET7 1983�2005 0.05 5.8

1Model mean ET of LSMs from Slater et al. (2007)
2ET estimated from remote sensing with AVHRR-GIMMS data
3Exluding drainage to Hudson Bay
4Inluding drainage to Hudson Bay
5For the six largest Eurasian rivers
6ET estimated from GPCP P minus RS ET
7ET estimated from GPCC P minus RS ET
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Table 3: Mean magnitude of terms of the pan-Arti terrestrial water budget. Entries are ordered

the same as in Table 2. Period over whih the quantities in eah ategory are derived is shown in

eah heading. The �rst row in eah ategory lists the value of the best estimate from Serreze et al.

(2006) derived from the ERA-40 re-analysis.

Term Magnitude (mm yr−1)

Preipitation, 1979�1993

Serreze et al. 490

CRU V3 410

Willmott-Matsuura 420

GCMs 490

She�eld et al. (2006) 430

GPCP 520

GPCC 420

ERA-Interim 510

Evapotranspiration, 1979�1993

Serreze et al. 310

GCMs 270

VIC 150

LSMs1 210

RS2 230

ERA-Interim 280

River Disharge, 1979�2001

Serreze et al. P−ET 180

North Ameria3 220

North Ameria4 230

Hudson Bay 250

Pan-Arti 230

Eurasia5 230

GCMs, P−ET 220

JRA-25, P−ET 200

P−ET6 290

P−ET7 190

1Model mean ET of LSMs from Slater et al. (2007)
2ET estimated from remote sensing with AVHRR-GIMMS data
3Exluding drainage to Hudson Bay
4Inluding drainage to Hudson Bay
5For the six largest Eurasian rivers
6ET estimated from GPCP P minus RS ET
7ET estimated from GPCC P minus RS ET
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Table 4: Trend magnitudes (mm yr-2) for preipitation (P), evapotranspiration (ET), and net

preipitation (P−ET) for the terrestrial pan-Arti over the period 1950�1999 from the nine GCMs.

Multi-model mean trend is shown in last olumn, with the mean trend over the longer 1950�2049

period in ( ). Trends signi�ant at 90% on�dene level are indiated in bold.

Field 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 mean

P (Land) 0.42 0.28 0.33 0.42 0.32 0.25 0.63 0.53 0.12 0.37 (0.65)
ET (Land) 0.25 0.17 0.16 0.13 0.19 0.19 0.24 0.25 −0.07 0.17 (0.31)
P−ET (Land) 0.16 0.10 0.17 0.29 0.13 0.06 0.39 0.28 0.19 0.20 (0.34)
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Table 5: Freshwater �uxes (relative to a salinity of 34.8) aross 20 ◦E in the two in�owing urrents

(Norwegian Coastal Current and North Cape Current) and the out�owing reirulation in the Bear

Island Trough. Positive values indiate freshwater in�ow to the Barents Sea.

Freshwater �ux (km3 yr−1)

Mean 1965�2005 Mean 1965�1984 Mean 1985�2005

Norw. Coastal Current 246 197 294
North Cape Current −502 −484 −519
Bear Isl. Trough 172 173 170
Total −84 −114 −55
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Table 6: Summary of ie and oean freshwater (FW) hanges in �uxes and storage, where positive

indiates inreasing FW within the Arti Oean. Where a linear regression of the trend has been

performed, the slope with on�dene interval is indiated.

Time Period Change

Sea ie FW �uxes:

Fram Strait (areal �ux )1 1979�2007 zero (95%)

Fram Strait (volume �ux )2 1991�2008 zero

Barents Sea (areal �ux )3 1979�2007 zero (95%)

Bering Strait4 - -

Canadian Arhipelago5 1996�2002 -

Oean FW �uxes:

Fram Strait6 1997�2007 zero

Barents Sea7 1965�2005 2 km3 yr−2

Bering Strait8 1990�2007 -

Canadian Arhipelago9 2004�2007 -

Net preipitation10 1980�1998 zero

Sea-ie freshwater storage11 1980�2000 −248 km3 yr−1

Oean freshwater storage12 1970�2000 −50 km3 yr−1 (95%)

1(Kwok, 2009); 2Spreen et al. (2009) �nds no statistially signi�ant hange (at 99% on�-

dene) of the mean over 2003�2008, relative to the mean over 1991�1999 as analyzed by Kwok

et al. (2004); 3Measured at the northern boundary (Kwok, 2009); 4No estimate of a trend has

been provided in the literature; 5No trend estimate was attempted for these short time series,

measured at Amundsen Gulf, M'Clure Strait, the Queen Elizabeth Islands, and Nares Strait

(Kwok et al. 2005; Kwok, 2006); 6de Steur (2009) �nd a �relatively onstant� �ux over this

short time series; 7Assuming a linear hange of 59 km3 yr−1 between 1975 and 1995, the mid-

points of the two time periods provided in Table 5; 8Woodgate et al. (2006) do not provide

a trend over the entire time series, although they do note a reent �ux inrease; 9Mooring

observations at Davis Strait (unpublished) indiate no statistially signi�ant trend over this

very short time series; 10For the Arti Oean, exluding the Barents and Kara Seas, Groves

and Franis (2002) �nd no statistially signi�ant hange (at 95% on�dene) between the

mean over 1989�1998, relative to the mean over 1980-1988; 11Linearizing the 67% deline

in ie draft over this period found by Rothrok et al. (2008) with 99% on�dene, starting

with an ie volume of 15,000 km3 as provided by the multi-model ensemble mean in Figure

10; 12(Polyakov et al. 2008; Steele and Ermold 2007).
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Figure 1: Arti drainage as de�ned for the GCM analysis (light gray), and the full pan-Arti

basin over whih the observed data were averaged (inludes light+dark gray regions). The four

largest Arti basin are also outlined.
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Figure 2: Annual preipitation for the full pan-Arti drainage basin (light+dark gray regions)

shown in Figure 1. Time series are from the Climate Researh Unit (CRU); the ERA-Interim

data set; the multi-model mean from the nine General Cirulation Models (GCMs); the Global

Preipitation Climatology Projet (GPCP), the Global Preipitation Climatology Center (GPCC);

She�eld et al. (S06); and the Willmott-Matsuura (WM) data set. See also Tables 2, 3 and

subsetion a. Linear least squares trend �t through annual values is shown.
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Figure 3: Preipitation and evapotranspiration averaged over the pan-Arti 1950�1999 from the

nine GCMs (Table 1). Linear least squares trend �t is shown for eah model. Heavy blak line is

the multi-model mean trend.
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Figure 4: Trends in preipitation and evapotranspiration averaged over the terrestrial pan-Arti

drainage basin for the periods 1950�1999 and 2000�2049 from the nine GCMs. Filled retangles

represent the trend slope magnitudes for the models with a signi�ant trend. The dashed line in

eah panel marks the multi-model mean trend magnitude. The oe�ient of variation (CV, in

perent) for eah GCM time series is indiated below the respetive vertial bar.
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Figure 5: Annual evapotranspiration for the terrestrial region (light + dark gray) shown in Fig-

ure 1. Time series depited are from the nine GCMs; the mean among the �ve land surfae models

(LSMs); the surfae energy balane and remote sensing-based method (RS); the Variable In�ltration

Capaity (VIC) model; and the ERA-Interim data set.
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Figure 6: Annual river disharge for the pan-Arti (inluding ungauged areas), the 6 largest

Eurasian basins, North Ameria, and multi-model mean P−ET, 1950�2004. Trend magnitude and

statistial signi�ane are shown in Table 2. For onsisteny with Figures 3 and 4, the GCM trend

and CVs in Table 2 are alulated over the 50 year period 1950�1999. The domain for the GCMs

(shown in Figure 1) di�ers from the pan-Arti domain as desribed in Setion 2.
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Figure 7: Deadal mean, minimum, and maximum (horizontal tik marks) (a) ie-area transport,

(b) ie onentration, and () ie-volume transport aross Fram Strait from the nine GCMs. Ob-

servational data from satellites are shown by the blak dots in panels (a) and (b), and from in situ

ie-thikness sonars by the open irle in panel (). Table 1 indiates the oean �elds simulated by

eah of the nine models.
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Figure 8: Freshwater storage in sea ie, 1950�2049. The heavy blak line is the multi-model mean.
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Figure 9: Liquid freshwater storage, 1950�2049. The heavy blak line is the multi-model mean.
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